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ABSTRACT. The market-oriented configuration of data elements has become6

the fundamental solution to support the vigorous development of the digital7

economy. However, the data market infrastructure is not yet mature. Data-8

induced individual privacy infringements, organizational or personal property9

losses, and national sovereignty security incidents frequently occur. The re-10

source governance framework, market transaction system and technology plat-11

form urgently need to be established. This article proposes a comprehensive12

data market governance plan of building a national data system, building a13

data asset account system, and introducing data brokerage and data market14

maker systems to achieve the economic incentive compatibility of all stake-15

holders of data resources, and to achieve data resource acquisition While de-16

veloping to the greatest extent possible, the due rights of stakeholders are17

maintained, and the spirit of data for a better life can be demonstrated while18

realizing data sovereignty security and market-oriented configuration.19

1 INTRODUCTION20

The current data is facing unprecedented growth in various industries. Based on the data drive the business21

automation, intelligent decision-making have long been a basic sign of life in the digital age, all of this also22

means that the data revolution is changing our world [Emm20]. However, we also note that the value of23

the data is far from being fully exploited in the present, while the data on rights disputes triggered by an24

∗Present address: Centre for Blockchains and Electronic Markets, School of Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copen-
hagen, Denmark.
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event, but another, more serious is: data - as a strategic resource of the current society - cited security25

concerns and issued did not get enough attention, and the Internet oligarchs cartel are again challenging26

the bottom line of public safety and civil rights , it is time to set up a data established the rules of the27

market.28

2 CONTRADICTIONS AND DILEMMAS IN THE DATA MARKET29

The collection, storage, processing, and use of data originate from the service or product provider’s devel-30

opment for the purpose of improving the user experience, but the value of the data far exceeds the originally31

anticipated scope of use, application scenarios and value[KKK19] . In the World Development Report 202132

: Data for Better Life , the World Bank explained that the ever-changing data landscape is improving the33

lives of the poor, promoting social equity and justice, optimizing plans and policies, and enhancing civil34

rights, better and more affordable. the huge potential of sustainable living environment construction, but35

at the same time admits that opened the possibility of harm to individuals, businesses and society gates36

enormous capacity for households[Ban21] . Beyond the scope of the collection, beyond the scope of use,37

improper storage and transport, or even directly illegal sharing deal to become the well-being and national38

security threat to the whole of the main ways. The governance and supervision of data security brook no39

delay. However, the core of the growth of the digital economy is the circulation and application of data,40

so "data protection and supervision" and "data flow and application" have become a pair of fundamental41

contradictions in the digital economy era [Han20a]. This contradiction has also led to two huge discussions42

at the moment:43

44

Whether the “crashing of food” under the strong supervision system inhibits data circulation and45

corporate innovation. For example, Europe ’s reflection on the implementation of GDPR and its46

sympathy for Internet companies have attributed the collective fall of the European Internet to47

strong regional regulatory policies. This view believes that the social pain in the stage is a structural48

problem caused by the tearing of innovation and tradition. We must use new perspectives and rules49

(and relatively loose regulatory policies) to deal with the regulation of the data market.50

The current institutional arrangements whether there is sufficient capacity for the development of51

breakthrough technologies and even the system for effective back should. Can issues such as algorithm52
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transparency and interpretability discussed by public governors be actively adopted in technology?53

What’s more, the argument that simply emphasizes risk and supervision has caused tensions between54

public regulators and companies (data controllers). How can the public sector prevent companies55

from trespassing or even betraying behaviors, such as covert data rights violations and uncensored56

behaviors? Issues such as the export of data.57

For a long time we emphasized the data governance are limited resources, asset data, the goal of governance58

is often limited to the development of better applications and data, culminating in the current accident-59

prone market data:60

In addition to the public sector, a lot less than the credit of the same entity have a great deal related61

to national security, people’s livelihood and economic data.62

Compared to the public sector, market-oriented and application data flow more active security prob-63

lem is more severe, the higher the risk.64

For the sensitive data and non-sensitive data, personal information and non-personal information,65

general data and important data, information and data, the definition are vague, standardized out66

of touch with technology, and lack clear.So it is difficult to release the unified and clear signals to the67

market.68

Data governance legal interest to discuss excessive attention to design privacy, ignoring the national69

security, so neither has to get through the system and the technical operation of convergence, there70

is no national security and unified security management market.71

Therefore, we must make new explorations and attempts to deal with the challenges of technology to72

the system: build a national unified data market infrastructure to ensure that data market activities can73

be controlled; establish a data account system, empower the people , and exercise data rights Realize it;74

explore an incentive-compatible data market transaction mechanism, lower the threshold for participation,75

improve transaction efficiency, and supplement market vitality.76
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3 BUILD A NATIONAL DATA SYSTEM AND IMPROVE THE DATA MARKET77

INFRASTRUCTURE78

The Data Market Infrastructures, concept DMIs, is the earliest author in 2020 the presentation of the79

intended construction set to build a platform for regional trade flows and data security, justice and a80

rule-based incentive compatibility, with necessary Data account system, distributed data center, multi-81

party collaborative computing and security audit system [Han20b] . 2021 World Bank survey of Estonia82

X-road, etc. After the project, released a report of the region DMIs interpreted as an integrated national83

data system ( Integrated National the Data System , INDS), which compatible with data governance84

framework, integration of national values and governance Means, support civil society, public sector and85

private sector to jointly support the system for safe access, acquisition and application of high-quality86

data[Ban21] . INDS concept and DMIs not seek and co-national data system does not mean that national87

unity collect, aggregate and manage data, but to provide a connection and audit framework, so that data88

can be reasonably stakeholders, and actively join the network, flexible Efficiently complete the clearing and89

settlement of the economic benefits of data, and realize the protection of the basic rights and freedom of90

data for all relevant parties, including the national sovereign agency.91

INDS more emphasis on system design and concept of the State, is a specific system solutions, and92

DMIs system is complex system design and institutional framework. DMIs planning and design of the93

top-level design and data governance legislation, the integration of local regulatory, judicial and market94

participants may access, at the same time, DMIs also provides a window of economic data and the data95

system of market-making system implementation. In general, data transaction centers, data operators, data96

centers, and data developers that have passed franchise or access review can ensure better data storage97

and interconnection security; they can better coordinate the data economy auxiliary facilities (computing98

power) , network connections, "East-Western Data Computing Exchange"[Jia20], etc.), the use of security99

and surveillance, implementation of data review system; provide "direct data center and managed data100

center-based, data assets money packet based" enhance market governance and capacity Work gripper. It101

can be said DMIs or INDS is a pro into the digital economy and the strengthening of market equilibrium102

data management infrastructure and the fundamental guarantee.103
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Fig. 1. Data Marketplace Infrastructure system
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4 BUILD A DATA ASSET ACCOUNT SYSTEM TO PROTECT INDIVIDUAL104

DATA RIGHTS105

In mid-December 2020 National Internet Finance Association issued a "Research on the Transaction Circu-106

lation Mechanism of Data Assets, Accounts and Elements-Based on the Practice of Banking and Insurance107

Institutions (hereinafter referred to as the "reports"), which is of great significance for improving the108

market-oriented allocation mechanism of data elements . The establishment of a data account system is109

to develop data assets and elements The basis and fundamental guarantee of transaction flow.110

111

For a long time, our discussion of data has mainly focused on the fields of economics and law, and the112

focus of the two is often deviated. From an economic point of view, we are more concerned about the asset113

attributes of data. Are the due interests of data subjects protected? After the data controller (collection,114

storage, processing, etc.) has invested the necessary labor and capital, how much should be allocated from115

the data revenue? From a legal perspective, we are more concerned about whether the personal privacy of116

data individuals is violated? Are there informed consent and necessary reasonable procedures to allow the117

rights of the data subject to be exercised? The difference in the focus of the two also makes it difficult to118

unify the demands of the two in practice, and sometimes conflicts with each other.119

120

Different expressions such as data, sensitive data, personal information, and non-personal information121

are used in different laws and regulations of our country. Perhaps this is the wiseness of the top-level122

system designer. We can understand that data is a description of machine language, and information is123

a description of human knowledge transfer. Therefore, data is more suitable for the implementation of124

property rights protection, while information is more suitable for regulation using personality rights, trade125

secrets, and unfair competition. This is also reflected in the report: data assets are defined as the forma-126

tion of past behaviors and events of individuals or companies, and are expected to bring economic benefits127

(creating value, including but not limited to cash, cash equivalents or Economic benefit potential) various128

data resources[Chi20] .129

130

The establishment of an individual data account system, on the one hand, effectively improves the131

ability of individuals to control their own data assets, on the other hand, it also expresses the individual’s132
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wishes through "consent" or "authorization", and integrates personality rights, trade secrets, etc. practice.133

For example, personal cookie records, electronic documents, behavior trajectories, and e-commerce records134

are all stored in computer-readable bytes. When receiving requests for access, retrieval, and processing of135

applications from other applications, individuals can authorize and process applications through consent.136

Obtain the necessary financial compensation, and the data demander can carry out information mining137

and business decision support within the authority. Even if individuals delete or damage their own data138

assets later, users can still use the mined information to conduct business activities and obtain benefits.139

This makes the interests of the data subject and data applications who are subject to a security guard, the140

real empowerment of the people , will implement the exercise of rights and interests of data.141

142

In DMIs, both individuals and companies can open data asset accounts at data operators (platform143

companies, professional data custodians, etc. )[For21] directly or through agents / brokers . Data asset144

accounts can be further divided into digital legal currency accounts and yuan Data accounts, data asset145

accounts, data products and service accounts, etc. Digital legal currency accounts are used as payment tools146

to undertake various types of transactions. Metadata accounts provide all entities with the possibility of147

data assetization, while data asset accounts are aimed at data developers or professional data developers to148

achieve high-value density of processed data and data. Models are managed, and data products and service149

accounts store assets that provide value outside the data transaction market, such as user recruitment,150

accurate recommendation services, and SMS verification services. To ensure that the data subject in151

data collection, memory storage, processing, sorting and full application of the right to know the whole152

process, right to choose, to promote the interests of data subject to transaction data assets property rights,153

alienation and explore.154

5 REDESIGN THE MARKET STRUCTURE TO REALIZE THE INCENTIVE155

COMPATIBILITY FOR ALL MARKET PARTICIPANTS156

For a good healthy market, it need to have a data integration law, common economic governance framework157

play a role in ensuring positive data owners to share data, application data by good faith application data,158

efficient and stable market infrastructure to achieve re-use of data , The marketization of data elements159

has become the fundamental idea to solve this problem. From open government data platforms to data160

exchanges that have sprung up everywhere, and now to the Beijing International Big Data Exchange, we161
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have never stopped exploring the data market trading mechanism.162

However, we must admit that the construction of our data market is still in its infancy, the market vi-163

tality has not been stimulated at all, and the order of the data market cannot be discussed. This is because:164

165

Individuals are naturally in a weak position in the data market and lack the ability to vote on data166

assets.167

The virtuality of data triggers the virtuality of data processing and applications, prompting data168

controllers to pursue private and concealed data benefits.169

The value of data resources plays a role The data resource itself contains information related to other170

adjacent information held by the data demander, making it difficult to effectively mine the price of171

data assets.172

Information asymmetry causes the data market to become a "lemon market", and ultimately inferior173

and false data floods the market.174

175

In order to solve the above problems, the core lies in: eliminate the information asymmetry between176

individuals and organizations, improve market transaction efficiency and fairness; eliminate the mismatch177

between the organization’s information needs and data mining capabilities, and transfer the risk of data178

buyers; transparency, The data processing process can be audited to provide market trust and trust.179

Therefore, a data broker system, a data market maker system, and a data market early warning and risk180

disclosure system can be introduced.181

5.1 Data Broker182

As a basic service provider for data governance, data brokers or agents help data identification subjects183

professionally exercise their rights , and improve individual user market gaming capabilities (professional184

level and bargaining power), including but not limited to data compliance processing, data asset transaction185

agents, etc. For example, the current network platform collects personal data and uses it to develop and186

improve its own products and even make external profits. This must split the platform into data asset187

controllers and data resource demanders. The data asset controller acts as an individual broker. Carry out188

market games while receiving individual supervision to increase the return on data assets.189
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5.2 Data Market Maker190

The data market maker system, as an important service provider of the controlled data market, is under-191

taken by individuals, enterprises or investment institutions with certain creditworthiness. The mission of192

data market makers is to separate data application and data development, and reduce the financial risk193

of data demanders. Entities with good credit standing and strong technology obtain funds in the financial194

market, purchase metadata assets for development, and form data asset middleware—algorithm models195

with parameters and test results. This allows data-based product and service providers to directly obtain196

data asset mid-price products or services from the data market without directly purchasing raw data and197

without high-threshold data development.198

At the same time, it improves the investment attributes of the market. Professional investment institutions199

carried out for the development community investment or data given to improve data mobility and promote200

the value of the data is the most excavated a large extent; with the establishment of healthy market exit201

mechanism, there is no cash or difficult to immediate realization of the data asset accounts are institutional202

investors acquisition, merger or clear Retreat and speed up market development and construction. Not203

only is the data market data market makers liquidity providers, but also the largest market assets data204

tribute Contributors and the governed.205

206

At the same time, whether it is metadata agency or data asset market making operations, it will help207

to build a data asset database. Market supervision departments and investment institutions can closely208

follow the development status of data assets by building a data asset supermarket and transparent market209

information. For example, national sovereign funds, development funds, and investment funds are developed210

to "open the list" to promote the full and timely mining of the value of data ; provide individual developers’211

participation channels, improve the traditional data competition mechanism, and make data developers212

feel more rewarded. Demand applications are more standardized. Based on a credible, omni-directional213

and full-process asset change deposit system, it monitors abnormal behaviors in a timely manner, discloses214

illegal information, protects the rights and interests of data stakeholders, and efficiently realizes currency215

clearing (calculation) points (successful), and truly realizes "data availability is not visible "," The use may216

be controllably metered "and" multi-stream information movable, less data movement."217
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6TECHNOLOGY218

Use blockchain [BDM19]219

220

7 CONCLUSION221

Through the framework of the national data system to deal with the challenges of the data market, to222

solve the problems of imbalanced incentive measures and data system incompatibility to a fundamental223

lack of trust; introduce data accounts, data brokerage and market making systems to reduce the level224

of information asymmetry in the data market and provide Market vitality; ease the tension between the225

usefulness and availability of data and potentially harmful and harmful data, ensure that the privacy226

and asset rights of data stakeholders are protected, and ensure that national data sovereignty is safe and227

controllable.228
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